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A Major Casualty Insurance Company Increases
Sales by 19% with a Channel Incentive Program
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Client Profile:

Founded in the late 1800s, this insurance company specializes in insurance solutions for multiple
industries, including construction, education and retail. Today, it is one of the largest commercial insurers in
the Unites States

Situation:
The insurance carrier had two goals for independent agents within their distribution channel:
check-circle To incentivize independent insurance agents to increase quotes and policy sales.
check-circle

To better educate agents at the agency level on their products.

Their previous rewards program – a mix of gift card rewards and internal competitions – had proved too
time-consuming and was plagued by slow reward delivery times and manual processes. The insurance
company needed a new channel incentive program capable of:
Running multiple nationwide promotions.
check-circle Automating reward processing and fulfillment.
check-circle Providing effective program marketing.
check-circle
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Solution:
The insurance company dropped their manual incentive program, and partnered up with Incentive Solutions
to develop a long-term, ongoing channel incentive program for their independent agents.
Technology Driven, KPI-Based Incentives
After exploring their options, the insurance company decided on a traditional points-based program. Agents
could earn points for completing select liability insurance quotes via the company's online platform, or for
collecting online endorsements. In addition, the company utilized Quick Point certificates, an incentive
software module, to allow for on-the-spot recognition. This structure was intended to build mind share and
brand preference among external agents, increasing sales and personalizing those relationships.
Incentive Solutions' incentive management software would help the insurance company significantly reduce
manual processes, improve their reporting, and better manage their database - which is important when
you're inviting over 30,000 reps to enroll in your program.

www.incentivesolutions.com

Millions of Online Rewards
With such a large participant-base, the incentive company knew it would need a diverse, scalable reward
selection. Using Incentive Solutions' online rewards catalog gave their external agents access to millions of
rewards. In addition to merchandise items, agents were able to redeem their points towards travel rewards,
event tickets, charitable donations, and more. With online shopping, automated rewards fulfillment, and
dedicated customer support, the insurance company was confident that this would be a major step up from
manually handing out gift cards like they did in the past.
Incentive Marketing that Gets It
Promotional campaigning for the incentive program followed three steps:
1. Internal sales reps visited agencies and distributed custom flyers about the program.
2. Eligible third-party agents received invitation emails, with time-limited bonuses to speed up the
onboarding process.
3. A follow-up email campaign was sent to eligible agents to educate them about the program.
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Results:

Within 10 months, between November 2017 and September 2018:
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10.6% of eligible participants enrolled in the program.
Policy quotes for independent agents enrolled in the program increased 21%.
Sales of new insurance policies increased 19%.

